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Text:  

Hello, I am  Betty . I am twelve . I'm a pupil.   I am from England  and I live with my lovely family.    

      My house is spacious . It is situated in London .  It  has   two floors . Downstairs , 

there is a kitchen , a living  room , a bathroom and a  hall. Upstairs , there are three 

bedrooms and a bathroom. There are two balconies too.  My bedroom is next to my 

sister 's room. I share it with my brother Adam.  It is a small room but it is clean and  

tidy . In my  bedroom ,  there is a bed , a desk , a computer , a chair and a wardrobe.  

       Outside the house,   we can find   a garage and  a small garden where I play with  my brother and my 

sister.       

 

                 Adapted from the net 

Part One  14pts 

 A// Reading Comprehension 7pts 

Activity one (3pts):   Read the text carefully  then write : true -   false - not mentioned  

- Betty 's house is very large  . ………………….. 

- The kitchen is small. ..............................  

- There is one  bedroom in Betty's  house    ………………… 

 

Activity two (2pts): Answer the questions according to the text.  

 Where is Betty from?  ................................................................................................ 

 Does  Betty share her room?   ..................................................................................... 

Activity three (02 pts): Lexis  

 

     a/  Find in the text words that are closest in meaning to the following. 

       

            very large   = ………………………..                             located  = ………………………..     

 

b/   Find in the text words that are opposite in meaning to the following:  

 

     downstairs   =/= ………….........                                 dirty =/= …………………… 
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  B// Mastery of Language.  7pts  

Activity one (2pts ):Choose the correct word .  

      Linda is (my  - mine )   new  friend . (Her   -  Hers )  house is big but  ( my -  mine )  is small.   

(We  -  Our ) always meet after school.  

Activity two (3pts): Give the correct form of the verbs between brackets . 

         Rayan  (to be )  ............... my friend . He (to live ).......................  in Tizi-Ouzou.     Now,  we    

 (to play) ..................................... video games in his bedroom.  

Activity three (2pts): Classify the words according to their  pronunciation 

find   ,   play   ,   my   ,  spacious 

/ai  / /ei/ 

1………………. /  2 ......................... 1………….       2/  ……….. 

 

 

Part Two : Situation of  Integration. 6pts  

Your new friend on your blog wants to know more about you and about your house.  

Write on your blog:  

 Your name, age , country     / * your house/  

 

 

Hello , 

    My name is   ..................................................................................................................................................... 

.........................................................................................................................................................................................

.........................................................................................................................................................................................

.........................................................................................................................................................................................

.........................................................................................................................................................................................

.........................................................................................................................................................................................

.........................................................................................................................................................................................

.........................................................................................................................................................................................

.........................................................................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................................................................................................................... 
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